Innovations FachPack 2019

JOIN US

ON OUR JOURNEY
TOWARDS RESPONSIBILITY.

ADDED VALUE IN PERFECTION
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ORIENTATION
THE LATEST W.AG
PRODUCT LINES

Two materials – one decision
Since its founding in 1992 W.AG Funktion + Design GmbH
has been implementing pure grade polypropylene (PP)
to manufacture custom cases. As a leading innovator in
the field of custom plastic cases and plastic boxes, W.AG
strives to integrate innovative case features and advanced

materials in their broad product range. Since polypropylene is composed of finite resources, W.AG will present a
resource-conserving alternative material based on glucose
at FachPack 2019. Each product line has its specific
characteristics, so you have the choice of which material
you would prefer to implement for your custom case.

PURELINE stands for experience, reliability and the highest
standard of development. The classic PP case solution
accommodates characteristic product features:

ORGANICLINE marks a first step in a resource-saving
measure through the implementation of renewable raw
materials. ORGANIC case features:
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Durable

Durable

Recyclable

Recyclable

Customizable (i.e. screen printing, IML)

Customizable (i.e. screen printing, IML)

State of the art

Resource conserving material

Latest technology

B2B image factor

The resource conserving innovation.

The new ORGANICLINE exhibits the latest evolution in
W.AG’s material portfolio. We implement the award-winning
ARBOBLEND® material from TECNARO, which, among other
things, was awarded the German Green Brand seal. Its mix of materials
contains glucose, natural waxes, minerals and natural fibres. The glucose
that is extracted from sugar cane and sugar beet is a technical sugar composite
which does not compete with food production. ORGANICLINE cases and boxes
consist of up to 93 % regenerative raw materials, depending on the product dimensions,
and are recyclable.
Another benefit regarding the carbon needed for the production of ARBOBLEND® is gained from the
CO2 out of the atmosphere, so that subsequent thermal utilization takes place in a CO2-neutral manner, thus, in
the end, creating a closed CO2 cycle. By implementing this special compound, we, as a responsible company, are taking
the first pioneering step in the direction of societal rethinking towards sustainable case solutions... we gladly welcome you
on our journey.

The new ORGANICLINE cases consist of
up to 93 % renewable raw materials. The
material consists of the following substances and properties:

*

• glucose, natural waxes, minerals and 		
natural fibers

93%

• closed CO2 cycle and recyclable
• substantial cut in the use of finite oil
resources
• properties comparable to polypropylene

For the latest information please visit
www.wag.de/en/organicline

*Will vary depending on case sizes.
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INNOVATION
MADE FROM
SUSTAINABLE
RAW MATERIALS

„Each case a new world!“
This guiding principle also applies to the new ORGANICLINE. The resource-preserving version of the tried-andtested W.AG case represents the existing case program.

All six case series, with up to 100 case sizes, are available in
the ORGANICLINE. Choose from your favourite series and
design your case according to your individual needs.

TWIST
TEKNO

SWING

JAZZ

Spektrum
HEAVY
BEAT
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INNOVATION
CUSTOMIZED
CONFIGURATIONS

The new ORGANICLINE exhibits our proven custom-design cases. Depending on your requirements
and area of application, you have various options for communicating your brand message.

In-mould-labeling (IML)
• advertising communicated in vibrant photo quality
• ecologically sound, since IML foil is made of
recyclable polypropylene (PP)
• high UV protection and abrasion resistance
• moisture and temperature resistant
• enhanceable with Digimarc barcode

Screen printing and pad printing
• your logo, slogan or product name permanently displayed
on the case / box
• feasible for transparent and structured surfaces
• design the case shells, sides and latches
• single colour and multi-coloured prints

Digital direct printing
• multi-colour images and gradients
• even transparent surfaces are printable
• small quantities for sampling

Inlays
•
•
•
•
•

individual inlays, tailored to your products and needs
inlay types: foam inserts or deep-drawn inserts
available in various material qualities and colours
enhance the case lid with a variety of pocket solutions
custom colour selection
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A classic in the economic value chain.

PURELINE refers to the proven material use of pure grade polypropylene (PP), which W.AG has been relying on for years for the
production of high-quality premium plastic cases and
plastic boxes.
The implemented material is free from hazardous substances such
as lead, cadmium or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH).
W.AG Funktion + Design cases and boxes generally represent high
durability and reuse.
In addition, a PURELINE product can be further processed into
regranulate or recycled. As a result, the material is recycled,
promoting new products in various industries to be remanufactured
from regranulate.

PURELINE cases can be recycled
to 100 % *.
PURELINE properties:
• pure grade and recyclable
polypropylene (PP)

*

100%

• free of hazardous substances such
as lead, cadmium and polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH).
• durable PURELINE cases can be
fed into recycling loop

For the latest information please
visit www.wag.de/en/pureline
* varies in conjunction with glued custom inlay
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THE CYCLE
PURELINE
ORGANICLINE

Both product lines differ in their raw material origin, but have similar properties such as high durability
and recyclability. Beginning with a CO2-neutral raw material base, the cycle of ORGANICLINE proves
to be CO2-reducing in total.

Latest information:
www.wag.de/en/pureline

Latest information:
www.wag.de/en/organicline
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The new TWIST dimension. For those with ambitious intentions.
The purist design of the TWIST case series is also reflected in the new large versions
9572, 9574 and 9576: Cool elegance paired with modern minimalism. In addition to
the 15 established case sizes, the range has grown to 18 models thanks to the new
„XL-TWIST“.

TWIST stability
A special feature of the largest TWIST formats is the double walled construction,
which is realized by a surrounding sandwich frame. This provides the designed
case its high stability.

TWIST features
Standard colours:
black, anthracite, silver-grey, blue, red, yellow, dark blue
Latches:
black, anthracite, silver-grey, blue, red, yellow, dark blue and
optional embossed brand on the latches
Accessories
shoulder strap, lid stay and various pocket options

<
Greater surface - enhanced individual identity
ild <
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y
a
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The new dimensions of the models 9572, 9574 and 9576,>>provide
increased customizable surface for printing. Whether screen or pad printing or in-mould labeling
(IML), you now have even more options to uniquely design your TWIST with your
brand message.

TWIST 9572:

depth in mm

height in mm

outer dimensions width 588 mm, height 488 mm, depth 134 mm
inner dimensions width 570 mm, height 410 mm, depth 120 mm
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TWIST 9574:
outer dimensions width 588 mm, height 488 mm, depth 174 (67/107) mm
inner dimensions width 570 mm, height 410 mm, depth 160 (60/100) mm

TWIST 9576:
width in mm

outer dimensions width 588 mm, height 488 mm, depth 214 mm
inner dimensions width 570 mm, height 410 mm, depth 200 mm

MISSION
MORE
RESPONSIBILITY

Parallel to the transformation of society, we are gradually
improving our environmental footprint regarding our
products and our entire company.

Resource-preserving production is our commitment.
We accept this responsibility and choose this path, not
because we have to, but because we want to.

Christof Hanschke - Managing Director
For ethical and moral reasons, sustainability is firmly
anchored in my thoughts and actions - it is a must.
As the person in charge of a company, it is my
duty to operate sustainably and to assume
social responsibility. My goal is to make a positive contribution to the benefit of society, our
workforce and the environment.

Bertram Göb – Managing Director
As managing director of W.AG, I continue to
learn to redefine social responsibility time and
again with the goal of anchoring what I have
learned in the company. This is more than social
commitment - I strive to be a living example of
these values towards responsibility. Only in this
manner we can give future generations confidence
and at the same time be a visionary and pioneer.
Sustainability and social integrity must be decisively
shaped by companies.
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RESPONSIBILITY
W.AG‘S CSR
DIMENSIONS

CORPORATE MANAGEMENT

EMPLOYEES

• CSR is currently being introduced to company leadership
culture
• the company is a member of the P360° consortium, a
loose association of manufacturers committed to
developing innovative packaging systems

• > 80 % permanent employees, including three
equivalent and four disabled employees
• rewarding seniority by granting additional vacation days 		
with increasing period of employment
• workplace health promotion (health check-ups,
complimentary water and fruit)
• flexible administration office work schedules
• data privacy training courses
• employee events (summer festivities, Christmas party, 		
team events, apprentice welcome day, apprentice hike, 		
apprentice field trip)

ENVIRONMENT & CLIMATE PROTECTION
•
•
•
•
•

implementing LED bulbs (energy saving)
energy assessment supporting energy conservation
implementing reusable pallets and paint containers
implementing sulfur-free colour batches
external test institute confirmation on mechanical safety 		
and product-specific properties

Corporate Social Responsibility
W.AG’s scope of activities

Corporate
Responsibility

• donations and sponsoring activities to support
associations, sport clubs, kindergartens etc. (e.g. jersey 		
cases for soccer clubs)
• stimulating education in the region by expanding the 		
company‘s training program and participating in 			
local career recruitment fairs

SUPPLY CHAIN
• delivery load optimization (fewer transports and less 		
truck trips)

Society

Supply Chain

SOCIETY

Environment & climate

Employees
Corporate Management
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Latest information:
www.wag.de/en/premium-manufacturer-commits-to-sustainability

PERSPECTIVE
OUR NEXT STEPS

W.AG is taking additional action to improve the responsible
use of resources, people and the environment.

1. Promote alternative materials
ORGANICLINE exemplifies the first step
regarding our cases and boxes. Now we would
like to establish a resourceful alternative for
our inlays.

2. Improve energy efficiency
Upon ongoing energy analysis completion,
further adjustments and changes for increased
energy efficiency will be implemented.

3. Efficiency in operations
The operational division continues to
provide opportunities to enhance and
optimize accustomed processes.

4. Social commitment
We are committed to the community to secure
employment and promote the next generation.
Social projects and a variety of supporting activities will continue to be pursued.
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Each case a new world - carrying responsibility.
Your W.AG case generates added value for your brand, your products and your
customers. We plan and produce innovative, custom case solutions for you.
100 % Made in Germany.

W.AG Funktion + Design GmbH
Wiesenweg 10
36419 Geisa/Rhön, Germany
Telephone +49 (0) 36 96 7.67 40
Fax
+49 (0) 36 96 7.67 42 40
Email
info@wag.de

www.wag.de
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